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There is a large number of commercial vehicles movement within any
manufacturing plant. These are large trucks, cargo containers, tempos etc. The
raw material & finished goods movement is normally handled by these vehicles.
Depending upon the nature of work and hazardous work processes, there are
many compliance the organizations have to follow for the vehicles as well as for
the drivers and the supporting staff. Labourworks Transport helps in adhering to
these compliances by automating the entire process.
Some of the main features offered by Labourworks Transport are …
Vehicle Entry Permit: Vehicle Entry Permit is a document which ensures that
various compliances for the entry of the vehicle are adhered to and the vehicle is
fit to enter.

When the same vehicle or driver visits the next time, earlier details can be picked
up and the badge can be printed in less time.

Before issuing this permit the system ensures for vehicle

Reporting & Email Alerts: There are various reports which can be generated
regarding the vehicle movement, daily statistics etc. These reports can also be
sent via auto-email to the security heads, admin department etc. Alerts for over
stay beyond validity can also be generated via emails.

The vehicle has a valid authorization from the RTO (RTO passing).
The vehicle has a valid PUC (Pollution Under Control) certificate.
The vehicle has the adequate insurance for the entry and similar complianes.

The vehicle has a valid authorization from the RTO (RTO passing).
The vehicle has a valid PUC (Pollution Under Control) certificate.
The vehicle has the adequate insurance for the entry and similar complianes.

For drivers
The Driver has a valid driving license.
The accompanying (cleaner) is not a minor.
The Driver does not have any past misconduct record and similar
compliances.

The current photograph & finger print impression (biometric) of the driver is
captured and then the Vehicle entry permit is issued. The associated documents
can be scanned and uploaded.
The driver entry permit is printed on a color stationary with the validity of the
badge prominently displayed on the badge, which can be pasted on front glass
of the vehicle. Driver’s signature can be obtained about any declaration or
acceptance terms etc. can be taken on this badge.
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